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Risk and Emergency Reference Guide
The following information is to be used as a reference to create your own risk and emergency management
plan for events within the Shire of Manjimup. Start with a cover page which has the name of the event, its
date and ONE contact name and number used in emergencies. Followed by method of measure - likelihood,
consequence and matrix.

Likelihood, Consequence, Matrix
Carrying out a risk assessment is nothing unusual. You do it all the time.
If I were to place a plank of wood, say 20 cm wide, on the floor and call for a volunteer to walk along it,
probably somebody would be willing to do it. It might seem a bit odd, but somebody would most likely be
willing to do it. Now, suppose I place the plank of wood over a ravine: two cliffs in the air with a 100 m drop
between them. I suspect that I would have a lot more difficulty in finding a volunteer to walk the plank. Even
though the likelihood of falling off the plank would be about the same, the situation is different. What is the
difference?
In the first case, the consequences of falling off the plank are “a minor stumble”. In the second case, the
consequences of falling are “death”. You have carried out a risk assessment and decided that the severity of
the risk in the second case is very high and therefore you have decided not to do it.
If we go to the same ravine and I place a concrete bridge with 1.5 m handrails over it, I will again have a good
chance of finding a volunteer to walk across. The consequences are the same: death if you fall. However,
the likelihood of your falling is now so low that you are willing to do it – and enjoy the view.
In assessing risk, you take into account
• Likelihood that something bad will happen
• Consequences of the event.
You process all the relevant information and use it to make a decision.
Risk = Consequence x Likelihood; where: (i) Likelihood is the Probability of occurrence of an impact
that affects the environment; and, (ii) Consequence is the Environmental impact if an event occurs.

ALARP Scale
ALARP is short for as low as reasonably possible and is the level to which risk should be controlled. We
might not be able to eliminate all risk, risks are a part of life. But it must be controlled, especially when it
comes to health and safety. People’s lives are at risk.

Event Information

Risk Register

Emergency Plan
The EMP should be in the same document as the RMP. The format of the emergency plan needs to be
suitable for the event type and the venue. Where appropriate, prepare the plan in conjunction with
emergency services and venue managers. The principles contained in the Australian Standard AS 37452010, Planning for Emergencies in Facilities provides a guide for developing an emergency plan.

Communication and Consultation Details

Emergency Management Structure

First Aid/Medical Plan

Fire Prevention and Response

Crowd Control/Security

Emergency Evacuation Procedures

Weather Monitoring and Response

Communications Plan

Other Emergencies (event specific)

Testing, Training, Briefing

Post-Event Evaluation

Emergency Contacts (list of individuals available/on-site during event)
List your contacts; name, position/organisation, role, contact (e.g. radio ch1, mobile number)

